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Joel Fabian-Lopez, a native and citizen of Guatemala, petitions for review of
a decision from the Board of Immigration Appeals (“BIA”) in which the BIA
dismissed his appeal from the immigration judge’s (“IJ”) denial of relief in the
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form of asylum, withholding of removal, and protection under the Convention
Against Torture (“CAT”).
Where the BIA conducts its own review of the evidence and law rather than
adopting the IJ’s decision, this court’s review is limited to the BIA’s decision,
except to the extent that it expressly adopts the IJ’s opinion. Hosseini v. Gonzales,
471 F.3d 953, 957 (9th Cir. 2006). This court reviews legal questions de novo and
reviews factual findings for substantial evidence. Lopez-Cardona v. Holder, 662
F.3d 1110, 1111 (9th Cir. 2011). A denial of asylum, withholding of removal, or
CAT relief is reviewed for substantial evidence. Sinha v. Holder, 564 F.3d 1015,
1020, 1025 (9th Cir. 2009). We have jurisdiction under 8 U.S.C. § 1252(a), and
we deny Fabian-Lopez’s petition for review.1
Substantial evidence supports the agency’s denial of asylum and
withholding of removal because the record does not compel the conclusion that
Fabian-Lopez met his burden of proof. See Ren v. Holder, 648 F.3d 1079, 1094 &
n.17 (9th Cir. 2011); Rizk v. Holder, 629 F.3d 1083, 1091 (9th Cir. 2011). The IJ
properly relied on inconsistencies in the evidence. See Shrestha v. Holder, 590
F.3d 1034, 1046-47 (9th Cir. 2010). Moreover, the IJ’s supplemental use of the
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Because the parties are familiar with the facts underlying this appeal, we
do not recount the facts here.
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State Department’s Country Report to refute Fabian-Lopez’s generalized
statements about conditions in Guatemala was proper. See Chebchoub v. INS, 257
F.3d 1038, 1043-44 (9th Cir. 2001) (superseded by statute on other grounds as
stated in Shrestha, 590 F.3d at 1046). The IJ properly determined that FabianLopez failed to provide reasonably available corroborating evidence. See Aden v.
Holder, 589 F.3d 1040, 1043-45 (9th Cir. 2009). Finally, substantial evidence
supports the IJ’s determination that the corroborating evidence Fabian-Lopez
provided was insufficient. See id. at 1046.
Fabian-Lopez’s claim under CAT was based entirely upon the same
evidence he submitted in support of his claim for asylum. Because substantial
evidence supported a denial of asylum based on a failure to credibly establish his
claim, it likewise supports a denial of protection under CAT. Farah v. Ashcroft,
348 F.3d 1153, 1157 (9th Cir. 2003).
Fabian-Lopez’s remaining contentions lack merit, and we deem all other
claims waived.2 See Rizk, 629 F.3d at 1091 n.3.
PETITION DENIED.
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We lack jurisdiction to consider whether Fabian-Lopez is eligible for
consideration for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. See 8 U.S.C. § 1252(g).
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